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In this issue
Green light for Stanhope Gate Architecture's classical
Mayfair building
The latest issue of Building Design reported: "Green light for Stanhope Gate Architecture's
classical Mayfair building". The article attracted a lot of comments. A fuller story is
below. You can leave your comment here if you are a BD subscriber.
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The Project which has just received Planning consent form the City of Westminster and
is due to start construction, is a new building in the traditional context of Mayfair
residential area of London and replaces a 1930’s apartment block. The original 1750’s
building that occupied the site was grander in scale and detail than its neighbours. In
early discussion with Planning and Conservation authorities, it was agreed that the
replacement building should be of similarly unique character, whilst continuing the
tradition of the neighbouring Georgian context.
The contemporary Classical replacement building will be one of the few and the first to
be built in Mayfair for decades and will integrate harmoniously with the neighbouring
Georgian properties, whilst maintaining a unique identity as a Modern intervention
enhancing the character of the Mayfair conservation area.

Site Context and History
The Mayfair conservation area is characterised by an orthogonal grid of urban blocks,
which is orientated roughly north, south east, and west. The blocks are generally
occupied at their perimeter by individual buildings, many of which are Georgian
townhouses, forming continuous terraces that define the public streets and squares.
Larger mansion blocks can be found towards Grosvenor Square, and the American
Embassy occupies a single block to the south of the site.
The first building on the site was built in 1725 by Edward Sheppard who was an
architect and plasterer and was described as a “Large, Noble and Magnificent Mansion
with Stone Front…”. In 1771, Robert Adam was brought in to design a
complete rebuild ,however, it appears that the client a Elizabeth Weddell wasn’t happy
with what he produced and eventually it was Samuel Wyatt who was
commissioned to carry out the works which began in 1787.
The existing building Built in 1936 by Prestige & Co to designs by William Ewart
Masters, the existing building was originally constructed as a large family dwelling. The
property was later subdivided into smaller flats rebuilt at some time in the early
1960’s, possibly as a result of bomb damage, and later alterations were made in 1977.

Design Proposals
The scheme proposes the demolition of the existing building, and redevelopment of the
site to provide a new, high quality sustainable building which makes a more positive
contribution to the conservation area.
The new building will comprise three, high quality family sized residential dwellings
with private amenity space. A contemporary classical replacement building is
proposed, which will integrate harmoniously with the neighbouring Georgian
properties, whilst maintaining a unique identity and enhancing the character of the
conservation area.
The original building that occupied the site was grander in scale and detail than its
neighbours. With a pedimented stone façade, and arcaded ground floor, the building
possessed a unique identity, momentarily breaking the horizontal rhythm of the
terrace.
In discussion with Westminster Planning and Conservation officers, it was agreed that
the replacement building should be of similarly unique character, whilst continuing to
integrate with the neighbouring buildings.
Several design options were considered, all of which had a centralised composition, but
with varying numbers of window bays. It was generally felt that the three bay design
was most appropriate within this context.
As the façade frontage is somewhat wider than normal for a three bay division, a
narrower centralised volume has been defined by stepping the façade outward slightly
toward the street.

Materials and Details
The façade will be constructed in traditional loadbearing masonry, using the highest
quality natural Portland stone, laid with Lime mortar, fully coursed into backing
brickwork. Stonework will be carefully detailed, with fine joints and weathering.
Stone details include a rusticated ground floor, projecting first floor balcony and
corbels, window architraves and entablature, and an open pediment with acroteria, all
of which have been carefully designed using classical methods of proportioning.
Decorative metal balustrades will sit on the projecting balconies.

